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Why SOFIA's Choice Matters 
This paper describes the automated scheduling of ob
servations for an airborne observatory. The problem 
is to construct flight plans in support of astronom
ical observations of very distant objects in order to 
optimize the science output of the observatory. The 
resulting problem contains a large set of prioritized 
observations to choose from, and a wide range of com
plex constraints governing legitimate choices and or
derings. 

This problem is quite different from scheduling 
problems which are routinely solved automatically in 
industry. For instance, the problem contains many in
teracting complex constraints over both discrete and 
continuous variables, and the consequences of making 
some decisions are other decisions to make later. Fur
thermore, new types of constraints may be added as 
the problem changes over time. As a result of these 
features, this problem cannot be solved by traditional 
scheduling techniques. The problem resembles other 
problems in NASA, from observation scheduling for 
rovers and other science instruments to vehicle rout
ing; consequently, it is worthwhile to determine how 
to address this problem. 

In this paper we describe the observatory and the 
problem of planning flights in support of astronom
ical observations. We discuss why this is a difficult 
problem to solve using traditional scheduling tech
niques, then discuss an approach based on dynamic 
constraint satisfaction techniques which can address 
this problem. 

SOFIA: The Observatory 
The Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astron
omy (SOFIA) is NASA's next generation airborne 
astronomical observatory. The facility consists of 
a 747-SP modified to accommodate a 2.7 meter 
telescope. Employing a suite of optical, infrared, 
and sub-millimeter instrumentation, the observatory 
spans operational wavelengths of 0.3 to 1600 microns. 
SOFIA supersedes NASA's Kuiper Airborne Obser
vatory (KAO) - a modified C-141 with a 0.9 meter 
telescope. SOFIA is expected to fly an average of 140 
science flightsfyear over it's 20 year life time, double 
the previous rate of the KAO. The combination of 
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a factor of nine in telescope collecting area and an 
approximate factor of two in aircraft flight rate es
tablishes SOFIA as NASA's premier observatory for 
innovative astrophysical instrumentation throughout 
the broad wavelength range of the facility. lVIore de
tails on SOFIA can be found in (Becklin 1997) and 
(Erickson & Davidson 1997). 

Building upon the KAO program, SOFIA will rou
tinely provide astronomers with a research platform 
above 99% of the earth's water vapor. The SOFIA 
telescope is mounted aft of the wings on the port side 
of the aircraft and is articulated through a range of 
20 to 60 degrees of elevation. lVIost flights will orig
inate and terminate at Moffett Field, CA; therefore, 
it is necessary for the observatory flight plans close 
in on themselves. This typically requires an astro
nomical observing plan covering both· Galactic and 
extra-galactic targets. 

In this paper, we are concerned primarily with the 
problem of scheduling flights in support of the Gen
eral Investigator (GI) program. GIs are expected to 
propose single observations, and many observations 
must be grouped together to make up single flights. 
The SOFIA science staff is expected to have 3 - 4 fa
cility science instruments to support GIs. The scope 
of the flight planning problem for supporting GI ob
servations with the anticipated flight rate for SOFIA 
makes the manual approach for flight planning daunt
ing. There has been considerable success in automat
ing the scheduling of jobs in a wide variety of indus
tries with many different types of constraints. How
ever, these problems are typified by relatively sim
ple, homogeneous constraints, and the successful ap
proaches depend on these simple representations. In 
this paper, we describe an approach to solving more 
complex scheduling problems which can address the 
difficult problem of planning flights. 

Planning for a Single Flight 

The basic problem for an airborne observatory like 
SOFIA is the Single Flight Planning Problem (SFP). 
This problem consists of constructing a good flight 
plan for a single flight on a given day. The problem 
input consists of the set of observations that have 
been requested, the constraints peculiaT to the flight 
environment, and the objective function. 
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The Observation Requests 

An observation request consists of the name and co
ordinates of the object to be observed, the amount of 
time requested, the relative importance of the obser
vation, and a set of constraints on the observation. 
We assume that the amount of time is fixed and also 
that it is strictly less than the maximum duration of 
the flight. The importance or priority of the observa
tion is a summary of several different factors. Some 
observations are naturally more interesting to the sci
ence community than others. Additionally, due to 
the limited duration of flights, it may be necessary to 
observe a target many times, and thus important to 
finish a sequence of observations on a target than to 
start a new observation. Observation requests have 
the following constraints: 

Ordering Constraints Some operations must be 
performed in a pre-specified order. For example, in
struments may need to be calibrated by observing 
particular objects before the primary observation of 
interest is performed. In addition, the telescope may 
need to be tuned at the beginning and periodically 
during the flight by observing objects with particu
lar characteristics. High-precision tuning may require 
observing the same object at multiple elevations, for 
instance. These requirements impose ordering con
straints on the observations that must be obeyed 1. 

Astronomical Constraints Some objects may 
only be visible from certain positions on the earth 
at certain times of day, resulting in an earliest start 
time and a latest end time for completing a given ob
servation request. Astronomers may also provide ex
plicit constraints on particular observations so that 
the data is of high quality. For example, the as
tronomer may require that the object be sufficiently 
far away from the moon or the sun, or that airmass or 
atmospheric water vapor be below a certain thresh
old. These constraints also dictate when a target may 
be observed. In particular, minimizing airmass re
quires observing at a higher altitude, and minimiz
ing water vapor can be accomplished by observing at 
higher altitudes or by observing further north (Horn 
& Becklin 2000). 

Aircraft Constraints SOFIA has complex con
straints simply because it is an airborne observatory. 
Most objects appear to move through the sky as time 
passes. Because the telescope has little horizontal 
flexibility, the aircraft must fly a curved trajectory 
in order to keep objects in view. The wind speed, 
aircraft speed, and time and position an observation 
is started dictate the trajectory and final location of 
the aircraft at the end of the observation. Object vis
ibility windows are further constrained by the limits 
on the telescope's angle of elevation. Even though an 
object may be visible from the ground, it may not be 
visible from the aircraft, either because it is too low 
or too high for the telescope to view. An object may 
sometimes have multiple windows of visibility during 
a single flight. For example, it may pass above and 

1 'Vhile calibrations and setup operations are not 
strictly observations, we represent them this way for 
convenience. 

then below the maximum telescope elevation, requir
ing a choice of when to observe. 

The aircraft must normally return to the airport it 
took off from. Flight time is limited by fuel, requiring 
all observations to be done with enough time for the 
aircraft to return, from wherever it is, to the airport. 
Finally, the aircraft's altitude is constrained by its 
weight, but the weight decreases over time as fuel 
is consumed, so the aircraft can generally climb an 
additional 2000 ft every two hours. These factors can 
interact with constraints on airmass or water vapor 
to further limit possible observing times. 

, .•. ,.,.~ .......... . 

Figure 1: Visibility of an object during March 18, 
2000 from Moffett Field. Note that time is given 
in Universal Time, and that sunset and sunrise are 
marked. 

Many of these constraints are demonstrated in Fig
ure 1. This figure shows visibility and heading infor
mation for an object viewed from Moffett Field during 
.March 18, 2000. The y axis shows the heading the 
aircraft must fly to keep the object in view. The di
rection changes over time, indicating that the aircraft 
must constantly turn to keep the object in view. The 
curves on the plot indicate when the object is in view. 
No curve indicates the object is below the telescope's 
20 degree minimum elevation, while the dotted curve 
indicates the object is above the 60 degree maximum 
elevation. Notice that the object passes below the 
minimum elevation and then returns to view then 
passes above the maximum elevation and again re
turns to view. During any 9 hour period, there are 
at most two windows of visibility for this object. 

The Flight Environment 
In this section we discuss constraints derived from 
the environment on the day of the flight. One impor
tant example of such constraints are airborne warning 
zones, commercial flight routes, and other adminis
trative restrictions on where the aircraft can fly. Some 
flight environments may have fewer such restrictions; 
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for example, if the aircraft flies out of Hawaii or New 
Zealand, there will be fewer such restrictions than 
flights over Nevada. Bad weather may constrain ob
servations as well. While cloud cover is usually not 
an issue at the altitudes where observing is likely to 
occur, turbulence can affect the performance of the 
observations, and may increase observation time or 
have other effects on flights. Wind speed and direc
tion can also have an effect on a particular flight. The 
aircraft's ground speed is directly affected by wind, 
and wind patterns change over time. Flight planners 
must take these effects into account when doing plan
ning. 

The Objective Function 
The final component of the SFP is the objective func
tion, which is used to compare two candidate flight 
plans. Within the confines of the single flight plan
ning problem, the objective function can range in 
complexity. A good flight contains as many high
priority observations as possible; hence a good objec
tive function might be to simply sum the priorities of 
the observations which are performed. Astronomers 
may also prefer rather than require that observations 
be done at various water vapor levels, that targets be 
observed when they are far from the moon or other 
heavenly bodies, and so on. All of these preferences 
can then be added to the objective function, resulting 
in a fairly complex measurement of the quality of a 
flight plan. 

The Statement of the Problem 
\Vith all the components in place, we can now state 
the SFP: given a set of observations to perform, a date 
to perform them, a description of the environment on 
that date, and the objective function, select a take
off time, a subset of the observations, a start time 
for each observation, and specify any dead-legs (i.e. 
flying without observing). The resulting flight plan 
must not violate any of the constraints and should 
optimize the objective function. Figure 2 shows an 
example of a flight plan. 

The Complexity of Flight Planning 
Many efficient scheduling techniques rely on special 
encodings of problems in order to deliver good com
putational results. These techniques work only for 
simple constraints, such as equality and inequality or 
simple combinations of resource and precedence con
straints. For example, many clever encodings and 
algorithms exploiting them can be found in a recent 
text on scheduling techniques (Brucker 1998). While 
these techniques are very efficient, they have limited 
application, and a great deal of sophisticated model
ing may be necessary to pose problems in the correct 
form. 

As we have seen, any instance of the SFP is 
composed of a large number of complex, heteroge
neous constraints over both continuous and discrete 
variables. Even relatively simple versions of the 
SFP contain geometric constraints, precedence con
straints, mutual exclusion constraints and temporal 
constraints, all in the same problem. While it may 
be possible to encode parts of the problem in order 
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Figure 2: A flight plan. Each observation leg is 
marked with +s and labeled, while dead legs are sim
ple lines. Note that no restricted areas are indicated 
in this figure; this flight plan is likely to cross re
stricted areas over Nevada. 

to take advantage of efficient algorithms, it is unlikely 
that we can find a good encoding which will serve for 
all instances of the problem. Furthermore, over the 
lifetime of the observatory, other constraints may be 
required to represent a flight planning problem. For 
example, new instruments and newly discovered ob
jects may impose new constraints. The addition of 
these constraints may invalidate any specialized rep
resentations and algorithms. 

The SFP presents another challenge. In particu
lar, it is not known beforehand how many observa
tions will be performed on any given flight, nor is it 
known how many dead-legs will be required. Each 
choice made during the planning and scheduling of 
the flight may explicitly create other choices; for ex
ample, a decision to observe an object at a particular 
time and place could be preceded by a dead leg to 
reach that position, or observing another object be
forehand. Traditional scheduling techniques require 
all of these choices to be explicitly represented, along 
with constraints which are triggered once the choice is 
made. Encoding all of this information results in large 
representations. The problem only becomes worse as 
the scope of the problem grows; thus, while it may be 
possible to encode a small SFP, it may not be possi
ble to encode a larger one because the encoding will 
not fit into the computer's memory. 

Automatic Generation of Flight Plans 
In this section, we describe an approach to repre
senting and solving the SFP. This approach is based 
on the Constraint-Based Interval Planning (CBIP) 
paradigm, which is described in (Smith, Frank, & 
Jonsson 2000) and which was successfully employed 
in the Remote Agent Planner (7). 
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Constraint Satisfaction and Optimization 
Problems 

Constraint Satisfact'ion Problems or CSPs are an ap
proach for representing many problems, including 
scheduling problems (both (Beck & Fox 1998) and 
(Nuijten 1994) both represent and solve scheduling 
problems as CSPs), A CSP consists of a set of vari
ables, each of which has an associated domain of legal 
values it can take on in a solution, and a set of con
straints, which restrict the legal assignments to sets 
of values, These constraints can be extensional, in 
which all the legal assignments are listed, or inten
tional, in which constraints are written as a mathe
matical relationship. A constraint is satisfied by an 
assignment if the values assigned to the variables are 
permitted by the constraint. A solution to a CSP is 
an assignment of each variable to a single value in its 
domain such that all the constraints are satisfied. 

CSPs contain no mechanism to express a prefer
ence between two solutions that satisfy all of the con
straints. A Constraint Optimization Problem or COP 
is a CSP which includes a mapping from a solution 
to the real numbers. This mapping encodes the pref
erences between solutions which satisfy all the con
straints. It should be clear from the discussion of the 
SFP above that we can pose the SFP as a COP. 

The representation of a CSP may be unwieldy due 
to the large number of constraints required to en
code the conditional effects of all of the choices. An 
alternative representation is the Dynamic Constraint 
Satisfaction Problem or DCSP. A DCSP is a sequence 
of CSPs, in which each CSP is a modification of the 
previous CSP in the sequence. A CSP C is said to be 
a relaxation of a CSP D if C has fewer constraints, 
fewer variables or more combinations of assignments 
permitted in its constraints and a restriction if C 
has more constraints, more variables or fewer combi
nations of assignments permitted in it's constraints. 
These ideas are formalized in (Jonsson & Frank 1999), 
DCSPs provide a way to formally characterize how 
a problem changes over time, and require less space 
since the impact of choices need not be encoded in a 
single representation of the problem. 

Procedural Constraints 

The notion of a constraint is very general, and many 
real-world problems can be represented very naturally 
with simple constraints. However, sometimes repre
sentations of problems using simple constraints can 
become large and unwieldy. For instance, an enor
mous amount of space is required to explicitly repre
sent all of the possible time-location pairs when an 
object is visible. It is often more efficient to repre
sent a constraint with a mathematical relation such 
as S;. Procedural constraints (Jonsson 1996) general
izes this concept by formalizing the notion of a proce
dure which enforces a relation among the variables of 
a constraint. A special form of procedural constraint 
called an el£mination procedure is permitted to get rid 
of any element of a domain that is provably not part 
of any solution to the problem, given the information 
currently at hand. For example, an elimination pro
cedure might eliminate all observations as candidates 
for the next observation on a flight because the air-

craft is almost out of fueL Procedures also are used 
to formalize the concept of decision variables. If a 
procedure is able to assign values to a set of variables 
11 - D given a consistent assignment to the variables 
in D, then there is no reason to search the values of 
variables in 11 - D. The variables in D are called the 
decision variables, since those are the only variables 
which require making decisions. Continuous variables 
can be handled by making sure they are not in the 
set of decision variables (Jonsson & Frank 1999). 

Constraint-Based Interval Planning 

CBIP is a general planning framework that uses a 
model to specify the domain in which the planning is 
to take place. The elementary notion in this frame
work is that of an interval, which denotes an ac
tivity or state which is maintained over a period 
of time. Each interval is described using a set of 
DCSP variables. The temporal aspects of a inter
val are described using variables that represent the 
start time, the end time, and the duration of the 
intervaL Actions and states can have parameters 
that further specify the action or fluent, so the state 
value described by the interval is also described by 
a set of DCSP variables. An interval consists of the 
name of an action or state, and some parameters of 
that action or state. The model consists of planning 
schemata, which specify relations between intervals, 
enforcing preconditions, effects, enabling conditions, 
mutual exclusions, etc. These schemata then give rise 
to constraints between the different DCSP variables 
that describe the different intervals. A set of con
nected intervals, i.e, a candidate plan, gives rise to 
an instance of a constraint network. 'Ve employ pro
cedures as described in the previous section to enforce 
some of the more complex constraints. 

The CBIP Representation of the SFP 

In this section we. describe how to represent the SFP 
in the CBIP framework 2, Let us assume that the 
problem consists of a set of observation requests, and 
our task is to construct a flight for a particular day 
such that the sum of the priorities of the observations 
performed exceeds a certain threshold. The durations 
of the observations are fixed, but we will permit dead 
legs in this problem. For simplicity, we ignore re
stricted zone constraints and artificially restrict the 
bearings of dead legs to the 4 cardinal directions, and 
restrict dead leg flight duration to 5, 10, 15 or 20 
minutes. 

Let us suppose that as part of the SOFIA domain 
we want to represent calibration operations for the 
instruments on board the aircraft. We would then 
write a planning schema for a Calibrate action. In 
the schema below, variables are preceded by a ? The 
schema might look like this: 
Calibrate(?loc, ?Target, ?Instrument, ?NextOp):
CalibrateTime(?dur, ?Target, ?Instr) 
LocationAfterCalibrate(?loc, ?endloc, ?dUT) 

2ViTe have considerably simplified the presentation, and 
the resulting flight plans would require post-processing 
before final approvaL 
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contained-by Status(?Instr,ON) 
contained-by Calibration(?Target) 
contained-by Observable(?Target) 
meets Calibrated(?Instr) 
Eq(?Next,Obs) -t meets Observe(?any,?endloc,?any) 
Eq(?Next,DLeg) -t meets DeadLeg(?endloc,?any) 

The line CalibrateTime(?dur, ?Tar'get, ?Instr), 
indicates that the instrument, duration of the op
eration, and target used to perform the calibration 
are mutually constrained. Subsequent lines specify 
temporal relationships between the calibration event 
interval and other intervals. For example, contained
by Status(?Instr,ON) indicates that the instrument 
must be turned on for an interval encompassing the 
calibration interval. Finally, the last two lines specify 
disjunctions over intervals that may be related to the 
calibration event interval. For example, the value of 
the ?NextOp variable indicates whether an observa
tion interval or a dead-leg interval follows the calibra
tion interval. 

As planning decisions are made, variables and con
straints arising from new intervals are added to the 
constraint network, and variables and constraints 
stemming from intervals that are no longer part of 
the plan are removed from the constraint network. 
Figure 3 shows how a partial plan translates to an 
induced DCSP. 

CBIP Layer 

Meets 

EO 

EO 
CALIBRATE

TIME 

Dynamic ConstraInt Network Layer 

Figure 3: A partial plan and the induced DCSP. As 
commitments are made to steps in the plan, new 
intervals are generated and new variables and con
straints are added to the DCSP. 

At this point we mention how domain specific 
constraints are integrated seamlessly into the de
scription of the planning domain. For example, 
CalibrateTime(?dur, ?Target, ? Inst7·) may be a very 
complex relationship between the duration, target, 
and instrument. However, once CalibrateTime is 
written as an elimination procedure, it can be speci
fied as part of a plan axiom as described above. This 
gives modelers the flexibility to decide how sophis
ticated and powerful an elimination procedure they 
wish to provide. \Ve also observe that it is now possi
ble to make restrictions such as those we demand on 
consecutive dead legs. In this case, we would simply 
write into the plan schema for dead legs that they 
must be followed by an observation leg. As a final 
point, we observe that it is relatively straightforward 

to write a procedural constraint which handles the 
flight plan threshold criteria; as each new observa
tion leg is posted, we can update the inputs to the 
optimization function and compute the new value of 
the flight plan. 

Finding Plans 
Finding plans in the CBIP framework involves solv
ing the DCSP which is created by specifying the ini
tial state of the particular planning problem. This 
is normally accomplished using backtracking search, 
which constructs a solution to a DCSP by selecting a 
variable from the remaining unassigned variables in a 
problem, then trying each possible value in turn. If at 
any point a constraint violation is detected, the pro
cedure returns to the previous variable binding, and 
tries another value. If all the values of a variable are 
tried without success, then the procedure also returns 
to the previous variable and tries another value. 

We pose a particular instance of the SFP by speci
fying an interval for each observation which could be 
performed on a particular night, and specifying in
tervals reflecting the takeoff and landing legs of the 
flight plan. The commitments to variable bindings 
will establish which observations are made, in order, 
after takeoff and throughout the flight. Plan axioms 
can specify that certain intervals exist, but this re
quirement can be satisfied by either creating a new 
interval, or making use of a pre-existing interval in 
the current plan; these choices are also reflected as 
variable binding decisions. For instance, suppose that 
the planner must decide what to do about an observa
tion after a calibration. Either the planner can insert 
a new observation into the plan, or determine that 
the observation following this calibration is some ob
servation already in the plan, thereby satisfying the 
axiom. To ensure that the planner does not try and 
make all observations, we permit the planner to "dis
able" an observation by eliminating it's interval. The 
optimization criteria will prevent the planner from 
creating a legal flight plan with no observations. 

This conceptually simple algorithm is guaranteed 
to solve a DCSP or demonstrate that no solution is 
possible. The worst-case running time for this proce
dure is the product of the sizes of the domains of all 
the variables, which is exponential in the number of 
variables. Consequently, backtracking is only possi
ble for DCSPs with discrete domains. Backtracking 
can be easily modified to solve DCOPs by saving the 
value of the best solution found, and searching over 
all solutions instead of halting after finding the first 
solution satisfying the constraints. In essence, this is 
like imposing a new bound on solution quality each 
time the old bound is improved upon. Figure 4 shows 
a simple backtracking algorithm for solving the SFP 
by complete search. Note the step in which the next 
CSP is generated; this is accomplished by consulting 
the plan schemata. 

The performance of this algorithm depends dra
matically on functions which select the next variable 
to choose, select the order in which to try values, per
form fast inference to eliminate values from the do
mains of unbound variables, and decide which vari
able binding decision is responsible for a constraint 
violation. For instance, in the SFP, there is often 
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procedure FindSFP(P) 
generate next CSP, pi . 
if a constraint is violated return fall 
if problem solved return success 
select an uninstantiated variable V 
for all values of this variable v E dom(V) 

if FindSFp(pi U V = v) = success 
return success 

end for 
replace pi with P if necessary 
return fail 

end 

Figure 4: Finding a simple flight plan. 

a choice concerning which observation to make for a 
given observation leg. Since the goal is to exceed a 
bound on the priority, a good choice might be ~o ~elect 
the remaining observation with the highest pnonty to 
try next. However, if this observation is too long or 
takes the aircraft in the wrong direction, other obser
vations will not be possible and a poor quality flight 
plan will result. C~mse~:juently, ~odif;ving this choice 
by checking the dlrectlOn the aIrcraft must fly may 
lead to better flight plans in less time. It should also 
be clear that using procedural constraints to elimi
nate bad choices for variables can save time, since the 
algorithm does not need to guess these v~lues. These 
modifications are critical to good algonthm perfor
mance; for results on traditional scheduling problems, 
see (Beck & Fox 1998) and (Nuijten 1994). 

It should be clear from the discussion of the con
straints that flight planners must analyze several 
tradeoffs 'when scheduling flights. For example, an ob
vious tradeoff concerns whether to try a high-priority 
observation first, or to try an observation of lower pri
ority which may be easier to schedule. ~nother trade
off concerns when to schedule a partIcular observa
tion. If the observation is constrained by a minimum 
water vapor threshold, for instance, then this may 
be satisfied by flying higher or further nort.h (Horn 
& Becklin 2000). However, these both reqUIre mak
ing observations later in the .flight, and c~re must 
be taken to ensure that the aU'craft can stIll return 
home. Tradeoffs such as these drive the construction 
of both variable and value ordering heuristics, which 
are necessary to ensure good algorithm performance. 

Related Problems 
The SFP is similar to other problems important for 
both NASA and industry. For example, the Vehi
cle Routing Problem (VRP) is the problem of deliv
ering packages to various destinations in. an urban 
area(Kilby, Prosser, & Shaw 199~). TIllS problem 
does not have the complex geometrIc constramts that 
the SFP features, but ordering constraints, package 
size fuel constraints, truck capacity and distances all 
inte~'act to make for a complex scheduling problem. 
Scheduling operations for planetary rovers and inter
planetary vehicles requires sequencing science obser
vations and their enabling activities such as sample 
acquisition, as well as operation~ to aid in naviga
tion as well as re-charging operatlOns. Furthermore, 

the total number of operations must be within the 
available power budget of the vehicle. Finally, path 
planning and astronomical navigation fe<l;tur~ com
plex geometric constraints which may reqUIre sllilula
tion. 

Conclusions 
The flight planning problem motivated by the SO~IA 
GI program features many heterogeneous cons~ramts 
over a mixture of continuous and discrete varIables. 
The resulting problem is further complicated by the 
fact that the problem includes an uncertain number 
of steps and other conditional constraints that can 
be very expensive to encode in a single problem in
stance. These factors lead us to the conclusion that 
traditional scheduling techniques which solve simple 
scheduling problems are, by themselves, likely to be 
inadequate. We show how to represent the problem as 
a DCSP with procedural constraints. This pro?lem 
can then be solved by a complete search algOrIthm 
using the procedural constraints to efficiently elimi
nate assignments. Only by doing so can we ensure 
that SOFIA's choice will be made correctly. 
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